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(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec ) 
ABSTRACT. A. S. Fraenkel proved tha t the following identities involving Ber-
noulli polynomials 
-»n(0) 
m • ч 
for all n > 0 
are t rue if and only if the system of ar i thmetic congruences {a^ (mod 6 )̂ : 1 < i 
< m} is an exact cover of Z . Generalizations of this result involving other 
functions and more general covering systems have been successively found by 
A. S. Fraenkel, J . Beebee, Z.-W. Sun and the author . Z.-W. Sun proved an alge­
braic characterization of functions capable of identities of this type, and indepen­
dently J. Beebee observed a connection of these results to the Raabe multiplica­
tion formula for Bernoulli polynomials and with the so-called Kubert identities. 
In this article, we shall analyze some analytic aspects of connections between 
finite systems of arithmetical progressions and the generalized Kubert identities 
«(»«)/(.-) = x ; г / f — ) • 
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We also show further connections and possibilities how to extend some of the 
previously proved results by Beebee, Fraenkel and the author to general systems of 
ari thmetic sequences, or how to concretize Sun results to other classical functions. 
Connection of these results to solutions of some simple difference equation is also 
shown. 
1. Covering by arithmetic progressions 
In the early thirties P. Erdos used a system of arithmetic progressions covering 
the set of all the integers in a disproof of a problem of N. P. Romanoff from 
the additive number theory. Although some of the major problems posed by 
P. Erdos at the very beginning are still open, the notion itself undergone a 
wide diversification (cf. [Porul981] for more details on results about systems of 
arithmetical progressions). 
Consider a finite collection of residue classes 
{a- (mod b.) : 1 < i < w} . (1.1) 
Using the Iverson notation, let [x G a (mod b)] stand for the indicator of the 
class a (mod b). Let \x{ — ji{i), i — 1 , . . . , w, be a weight function with complex 
w 
values. If m(n) -= J2 Mz ' )[n ^ ai ( m od b{)] , then (1.1) is called ([Porul975]) a 
i=l 
(//, m) -cover and m the covering function of the (/x-weighted) system (1.1). If 
fii = 1, i = 1 , . . . , w: and m(n) > 1 for every n G Z , i.e. if each integer belongs 
to at least one class, then (1.1) is called a cover and if each integer belongs to 
precisely m (m G N, the set of positive integers) members of (1.1), it is called 
an exact m-cover ([Porul976]). An exact m-cover with m—\ will be called an 
exact cover. Exact covers, or, more generally, the exact m-covers writh m > 1 
are the most closest generalizations of the systems of arithmetic progressions 
representing the complete residue systems 
0 (mod Hj), 1 (mod 10), . . . , w — 1 (mod w). (1.2) 
Note ([Porul976]) that there are exact m-covers which cannot be written as a 
collection of members of m exact covers. 
The a^'s are the offsets, the b^'s are the moduli of the system (1.1). If 0 < 
ai < b^, the offsets are called standardized. Unless otherwise stated, it wiL be 
assumed the offsets in any exact cover mentioned have been standardized. 
Covering function m of a (/t,m)-cover is a periodic function and its (smallest 
non-negative) period b0 is a divisor of the lcmjb^ : 1 < i < w} of all moduli 
of (1.1). 
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Seemingly complicated notion of a (/x,m)-cover provides advantages in some 
situations. So for instance, adding the classes i (mod b0) weighted with — m(i) 
for i = 0 ,1 , . . .,b0 — 1 to the original system (1.1), we obtain a (//,m)-cover 
with identically vanishing covering function-
In [Porul974] it was proved that every exact cover can be constructed by a 
finite number of steps starting with the set of integers, that is with the class 
0 (mod 1), where at every step 
• either a residue class of the system is partition into several classes, 
• or a set of classes of the system which together disjointly cover a residue 
class is replaced by the covered class. 
(This process was later rediscovered also in [Korel984], [Beebl991], [Beebl995].) 
These steps can be characterized by the fact that after every step the resulting 
system is always an exact cover. In other words, the covering function is an 
invariant of the whole process. For the case of the general (/x,m)-covers these 
covering function preserving operations, abbreviated CFP-operations in what 
follows, can be reformulated more precisely as follows: 
O P E R A T I O N S. Let 
cj (mod dj), j = l , . . . , m , 
be an arbitrary (z/, 1) -cover. This splitting operation S results in a new 
(l/,m) -cover 
{a- (mod b.) : i = l , . . . , w , i ^ i0} U {a-o + c-biQ (mod djbiQ) : j = l , . . . , m } 
from the given (//, m)-cover (1.1). Here a class aio (mod n{ ) , i0 £ { 1 , 2 , . . . , n}, 
of the original system (1.1) is replaced by m classes 
{ a io+ cA ( m o d d A>) : i = 1 > - - - > ™ } > 
wThere the j t h class is endowed with the weight VioVj for j = l , . . . , m . The 
classes ai (mod bt) for i ^ i0 keep the original weights \i{. 
OPERATION J. If in a (£i,m)-cover (1.1) there exists a subcollection (note 
that a repetition of classes is not excluded) 
aj (mod bj), j £ I0 C { 1 , . . . , w} 
such that 
y ^ \i j [x £ a j (mod 6.)] = v[x £ c (mod d)] for every x £ Z , 
jei0 
for some c (mod d) and v £ C, then the system (1.1) is replaced by the new 
(lx,m)-cover 
{a- (mod b.) : i = 1 , . . . , n , i£ IQ} u {c (mod d)} , 
where the classes a{ (mod b-) for i £ I0 keep the original weights \i{, but the 
new class c (mod d) obtains the weight v. 
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O P E R A T I O N W . Given a class 
aio ( m 0 d 6*o) 
having weight fj,i of a (//,m)-cover (1.1) and a finite collection of numbers 
t 
K ^ G C , i = 1,...£, such that niQ = Y
 Ki^ then t m s weight splitting opera-
i = l 
tion W results in the system in which the class aiQ (mod b{ ) of (1.1) is replaced 
by its £ copies each of them endowed with one of the weights K 1 : nt. 
The role of operations S, J and W is demonstrated in the next result: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (1.1) be a (/x,m) -cover. Then (1.1) can be constructed from 
the (m, m) -cover 
0 (mod b0), 1 (mod b0), . . . , b0 - 1 (mod b0) (1.3) 
using the CFP operations , J and W in finitely many steps. 
P r o o f . If (1.1) is an exact ra-cover, then (1.3) is formed by one class 
0 (mod 1). We shall follow the idea used for exact covers in [Porul974]. 
In the first step, we apply operation W in such a way that we replace each 
w 
class j (mod b0) by its £ = Y [j ^
 a% (mod ^)] copies each with weight fi(i) 
i = i 
provided [j G a- (mod b-)] / 0. 
In the second step, using operation S we partition every copy of thus ob-
tained class j (mod b0) of (1.3) into M/b0 classes j + sb0 (mod A/), where 
s = 0 , 1 , . . . , M/b 0 —1 and M is a common multiple of the numbers bx. b2,..., bw . 
We obtain a collection of classes 
0 (mod M) , 1 (mod AT), . . . , M - 1 (mod M) 
having the original covering function m and in which the weight of the class 
j (mod M) is one of the numbers fi(i), i = 1 , . . . , w. (Note, that we arrived at 
this stage at the collection of classes coinciding with one which can be obtained 
by the application of operation S to the original (//, m)-cover in such a wav that 
each class at (mod b{) is replaced by M/bi classes modulo M.) 
To finish the construction, it suffices to apply the operation J to reduce 
intermediate system of classes modulo M to the classes of the final (/J, m)-cover 
( i . i ) . • 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 1.1 we saw that for the process of the 
generation of a (/i,m) -cover it is not necessary to have the all residue classes at 
the disposal. A successful application of operations S, J and W can be generalh 
realized with a thinner set of the available moduli. If M is a set of posithe 
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integers which can serve as a set of moduli of system of residue classes over 
which the CFP operations are applied, then a successful application of the CFP 
operations requires that set M possesses the following two properties: 
(a) if bx, b2 G M, then also a common multiple of numbers bx. b2 belongs 
to M, 
(b) if bx,b2 G M and 61 divides b2, then also b^
1 G M. 
Sets of positive integers satisfying (a) and (b) will be called divisible. A special 
case of divisible sets are the so called divisor closed sets, which contain the 
product of two (positive) integers if and only if both factors belong to the set. 
A set is divisor closed if and only if it contains 1 and all those positive integers 
which have all prime divisors in a given set of primes. The set of integers of the 
form An + 1, n = 0 ,1 , 2 , . . . . is an example of a divisible set which is not divisor 
closed. More generally, the sets of integers of the form / n + 1 with n = 0 ,1 , 2 , . . . 
and fixed / G N are always divisible. Note, that it is not generally possible to 
replace a common multiple of b1, b2 by the least common multiple, as it might 
follow from the proof. The set of numbers 4n + 1, n = 1, 2 , . . . , shows this, e.g. 
lcm[9,21] = 63. 
We say that a (/x, m)-cover (1.1) is M -admissible, where M is a divisible set, 
if there is a sequence of CFP operations starting with the (m, m)-cover (1.3) and 
resulting in (1.1) and with the all moduli used in the process of the construction 
described in the proof of Theorem 1.1, belonging to M. 
Operations S, J, and W are in a close connection with the step functions 
defined as follows: Given a directed system of sets Z / m Z with m G M C Z 
ordered by divisibility with connecting homomorphisms 
r m : Z / n Z - > Z / m Z 
being reduction mod m if m | n, a function / defined on a subset of the pro-
jective limit 
ZM = Jim Z / m Z 
m£j\A 
is called M -step function (or locally constant) if there is an m G M such that 
/ factors through Z / m Z . Characteristic functions of residue classes mod m for 
m G M are obviously .M-step functions. Related important family of functions 
are M-compatible functions. We say that the family {pm}meM of functions of 
Z / m Z into an Abelian group, say V, is M-compatible if for each m , n G M 
with n | m and each x G Z / n Z we have 
v„(*) = E <pm(y)- M 
yeZ/mZ 
rrn(y)=x 
If M = N, then ZN = f ] Z where Z is the set of the all integral 
p 
p-adic numbers. Characteristic functions of residue classes, and consequently 
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covering function of finite systems (1.1) are N-step functions. (For the role of 
N-compatible functions cf. for instance [Langl978; p . 33]). 
The above considerations immediately imply the following reformulation of 
the defining property of M -compatible family of functions: 
LEMMA 1.2. Let M be a divisible set and ipn(a) a family of arithmetical 
functions defined for 0 < a <n, n G M. Then {^ n} n e A / ( is an M-compatible 
family of functions if and only if 
n - l 
Yl^nd(a + Jd)=CPd(a) 
3=0 
for all n G M and couples (a, d) with 0 < a < d, a,d G M. 
The role of the Z-admissible functions in the process of proving some identi-
ties involving Bernoulli and Euler polynomials was indicated in [Porul982]. How-
ever, not based on this idea, a number of various related identities involving also 
some other functions (cf. Section 6 for some details) was proved in [Beebl978], 
[Beebl991], [Beebl992], [Beebl994], [Porl994a], [Porl994b], [Porl999], mainly 
motivated by Fraenkel's characterization of exact covers proved in [Frael973]. 
For instance, Fraenkel's characterization can be reproved in one direction using 
the above idea as follows: 
M - l 
*.(,)-B.(Í) = «"- -Ë* . ( Ï±Í ) 
<7 — Л N ' 
= E м
ч "_1 
2=1 \ l / 
= Í f" - 1 . ( £T i ) -
1 = 1 \ i / 
A complete algebraic characterization of function suitable for use in such 
identities was given by S u n [Sunl989a]. Independently of this development a 
wide class of functions falling into this category was studied in algebraic num-
ber theory which gave the impetus to the investigation of functions satisfying 
so called Kubert identities (cf. (KI ) below). In the rest of his paper, we shall 
give an extension of Sun's result, then we shall deduce various functions sat's 
fying extended Kubert identities from Lerch ^-function, and finally, we show a 
connection to difference equations. 
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2. Kubert and generalized Kubert identities 
Note that the above projective family { Z / r a Z } m G M can be represented also 
in an isomorphic form as the family 
f-^z/z) 
I r a )m<EM 
with multiplication by -^ with ra, n e M as the connecting homomorphism: 
HL: ±z/z-> l z / z . 
n m ' n 
If x e ^ Z / Z , then x = x'/m can be viewed as an element of Q / Z . This obser-
vation enables us to reduce the attention either to functions f{x) or functions 
f{xf,m) = fm{x') with the variable x, or # ' , resp., varying over Q/Z or R / Z . 
In what follows we shall reduce our attention to (complex) functions fix), or 
fm{x) of argument x varying over Q/Z or R/Z instead of functions defined on 
the projective limit of the above projective system. 
Probably the most known prototypes of N-compatible functions are given in 
terms of Bernoulli polynomials Br(x) for every fixed r > 0 and real x 
lfn(x + a) = n^Br(Z±±). 
Related functions are Euler polynomials 
^n(x + a) = (2n + lY(-lTEr{^-^ 
in variable x. They are M -compatible for M -=- {2n + 1 : n = 0 ,1 , 2 , . . . } and 
any fixed r G { 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . } . The corresponding compatibility relation of Bernoulli 
polynomials was discovered by R a a b e [Raabl848] and it is usually referred 
to as the (Raabe) multiplication relation.1 From this reason the compatibility 
relations are often called multiplication formulas or relations. Both these families 
of polynomials are examples of a more general class of Kubert functions, which 
are functions / satisfying the so called Kubert identities 
ra —1 
fix) = m-1 £ / (--±--) (KI.) 
for every positive integer ra and fixed s G C. 
1 T h e corresponding multiplication formula for Euler polynomials goes back to N i e l s e n 




The compatibility property of Bernoulli polynomials and other functions ex-
pressed by Kubert identities plays an important role not only in the algebraic 
number theory (cf. [Langl978] for more details), but also in some analytic ques-
tions as Frenel-Kluyver integral formulas, e t c An essential part of the huge 
number of papers devoted to this topics can be found in [DiSS1991]. 
Kubert identities (KI5) are capable of further generalizations. For instance, 
if 6 is a given arithmetical function, we say that / fulfils generalized Kubert 
identities (or generalized 6 -Kubert identities if the role of the function 6 will be 
important for us), provided / satisfies the identity 
771 — 1 
e{m)f{x)=YJf{^r) (GKI) 
k=0 
for every positive integer m . Functions satisfying Kubert identities (KI5) and 
(GKI) will be called Kubert, or generalized Kubert functions (or generalized 
6-Kubert functions), respectively. 
The next result supplements [Walul991; Theorem 2.1]: 
PROPOSITION 2 .1 . Let f be a non-zero function and 9 a nowhere vanish-
ing arithmetic function. Then f satisfies (GKI) if and only if 6 is completely 
multiplicative and if for each prime p we have the identity 
o(p)f(x) = Y,f[^iK 
k=o ^ 
P r o o f . 
The only if part of the proof follows from [Walul991; Theorem 2.1], where 
it is proved that 6 is completely multiplicative. 
The if part can be proved in a more general setting. Namely, it can be 
proved along the same lines as used in the proof of [Beebl995; Theorem 1] that 
our hypotheses imply 
i = i \ ui / 
for every exact cover (1.1). Since a{ = i — 1, b{ = m for i = 1,.... m is an exact 
cover for every rn, the relation (GKI) is a special case of (2.2). • 
As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 2.1, the appearance of general 
(/i, m) -covers in the Kubert identities leads to the necessity to consider a modified 
form of (GKI). To this purpose we shall suppose, unless contrary is stated, that 
the arithmetical function 0 is nowhere vanishing, i.e. 
6(m) y£ 0 for every m . 
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For the sake of simplicity we shall use the notation 
^ ( m ) = ofrT) • 
Function (j) is completely multiplicative if and only if such is the function 9, and 
then the generalized #-Kubert identities convert to the form 
m — l 
j(x) = <t>(m) £ f {^r) • (GKI*} 
k=o 
Kubert studied functions / satisfying (KI J for an arbitrary but fixed positive 
integer s and with x varying over Q/Z or R / Z . However the shape of (KIS) 
also makes sense if x is taken from (0,1), (0, oo), or R. He proved the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. If a function / : (0,1) -» C satisfies (KI5) with 5 / 1, then it 
extends uniquely to a function R/Z satisfying (KI5). 
Thus, if / satisfies (KI5) for every positive integer m w
7ith x varying over 
Q/Z or R /Z , then by periodic continuation the validity of ( K I J can be extended 
to (0, 00) or R. But even the reverse process is also possible (here {x} denotes 
the fractional part of x): 
LEMMA 2.3 . If f satisfies (GKI) for every positive integer m and 6 is a 
nowhere vanishing arithmetic function, then also f({x}) satisfies (GKI). 
P r o o f . The identity to be proven says 
771 — 1 
«/({*}) = £/({^})- (2-3) 
a=0 
To see this, let 
772 — 1 771 — 1 
G(x) = 0(m)-i £ / ({--£-}) , F{x) = 6(mT> £ / ( * £ - ) • 
a=0 a=0 
Then the proof can be based on the following two facts: 
(1) If 0 < x < 1, then (x + i)/m — {(x-f i)/m} for every i — 0 , . . . ,ra — 1. 
Therefore, if 0 < x < 1, 
G(x) = F(x) = f(x) = f({x}). 
(2) Since G(x) — f({x}) is periodic wTith period 1, (2.3) follows. 
• 
In [Milnl983] many interesting properties of Kubert functions can be found. 
Thus for instance, if Re(s) > 1 and / is continuous, then also the extension of 
Lemma 2.2 is continuous. A powerful way how to construct new Kubert functions 
from the available ones is given in the next result [Milnl983; p. 287, Lemma 5]: 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let K be the complex vector space of all continuous maps 
f: (0,1) - • C which satisfy ( K I J . Then 
(i) The correspondence f(x) i-> df(x)/ dx maps the vector space Ks bijec-
tively onto tCs_1, except when 5 = 0. 
(ii) Let f € 1C . If s i£ —1, then there is one and only one constant c so 
that the function J f(x) dx + c satisfies ( K I 5 + 1 ) . 
3. Identities involving M -compatible families 
In this section, we show how systems (1.2) can be replaced by arbitrary sys-
tems (1.1) (cf. proof of Proposition 2.1) in identities of type (GKI) or their 
generalizations. We shall see that such extensions of Kubert type identities to 
general (/x,m) -covers significantly depend upon the ability of the involved func-
tions to conserve (or perhaps absorb) the "changes" caused by application of 
CFP operations. 
The next result shows the fundamental role of M -compatible families of func-
tions on the background of the CFP operations S, J and W and their connections 
to M -admissible (/i,m)-covers. 
THEOREM 3 .1 . Let M be a divisible set and ^fm(o) a family of arithmetical 
functions defined for 0 < a < m, m £ M. Then Wm}mej^i is M-compatible 
if and only if 
w 
] T w > . ) = o (3.1) 
3=0 
for all M -admissible (/x, o) -covers with identically vanishing covering function. 
P r o o f . The given condition is sufficient, for the residue classes a + jd 
(mod nd), j = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1, each with weight 1 and the class a (mod d) with 
weight —1 form together a system with identically vanishing covering function, 
and (3.1) implies (1.5). 
Conversely, let (1.1) be an M -admissible (/x,o) -cover with identically van-
ishing covering function. Let Ar be a common multiple of moduli bl ,bw. 
Then using the operation S we can lift every class a- (mod b-) to Ar/b- classes 
modulo N. If we assign to each of these new classes ai+jbi (mod N) the weight 
\i{ of the original class a{ (mod b^), 1 < i < iv, we obtain a weighted collection 
of residue classes j (mod N), j = 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1, with the original covering 
function o. 
Consider the sum 
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The sum is vanishing since the covering function m is such. However, it can be 
modified along the ideas of the proof of Theorem 1.1 as follows 
jV-l LV-l w 
Y mŵ jvW = Y Y^ds G ai ( m o d bi)]pN(s) 
t = 0 5 = 0 2 = 1 
w N/bi-1 
= Yvi Y ^ K + A ) 
i=l j=0 
-^JZf-І^ÍOi), 
7 = 1 
and this finishes the proof. • 
COROLLARY 3.2. ([Sunl989a]) Let P be a set of primes and f a mapping 
into an R-modul such that {(x + r)/p,py) G Dom(/) for all r = 0 , 1 , . . . ,p — 1 
ifpeP and (x, y) G Dom(/). Then the following statements are equivalent 
p-i 
(a) Ef((x + r)/P>Py)=f(x,y)forallpeP, (x,y)eDom(f). 
r=0 
(b) Zfiaf{(x + a3)/b3,b3y) = Z"tf((
x + ct)/dvdty) for all (x,y) G 
5 = 1 t=l 
w k 
Dom(/) whenever ^ fj,9[x G as (mod bs)] = ^ u3[x G ct (mod dt)] 
5 = 1 ' t=i 
for each x G Z (ns,vt G l , 0 < a5 < 65, 0 < ct < dt) and any prime 
dividing J | bs dt is contained in P. 
5 , t 
In the next result the relation (3.1) is given explicitly in terms of "parameters" 
characterizing a (/i, m)-cover. This form of rewriting of (3.1) is mainly motivated 
by applications in which various identities involving offsets 0 , 1 , . . . , w — 1 and 
the modulus w of (1.2) appear (cf. notes in Section 6). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let M be a divisible set and ^pm(o) a family of arithmetical 
functions defined for 0 < a < m, m G M. Then Wm}meM is M-compatible 
if and only if 
bo — 1 w 
Y m( aK0(
a) = Y'Ii<PbM (3'2) 
a=0 i=l 
for all the M-admissible (//, m) -covers. 
One of the most important class of families of compatible functions are gen-
eralized Kubert functions. We shall see in Section 4 that there are compatible 
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functions which are not generalized Kubert functions. Walum [Walul991] no-
ticed that if F is a arithmetic function such that F(dn,dr) = F(n.r) and 
F(n + r,r) = F(n, r), then the identity 
] T F(n + jd:rd) = 9(d)F(n.r) 
j (mod d) 
is sufficient for / defined by f(p/q) = F(p, q) to fulfill (GKI). 
The next result extends generalized Kubert identities to general systems of 
residue classes. Its proof for every admissible value of the variable x parallels 
the ideas of the proof of Theorem 1.2 starting with the identity 
<f>(N) £ m(t)f ( * ± i ) = <f>(N) £ m(t)f (---±--) . 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f be a (non-zero) function satisfying (GKI*) for every 
m G N. Then for every admissible value of x and a (//, m) -cover (1.1) we have 
bo—1 / \ w / I \ 
w E «*o/ ( ^ ) = £M,W/ ( ^ ) • 
a=0 V ° 7 z=l \ t / 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let (j) be a non-vanishing arithmetical function. A (non-
zero) function f satisfies (GKI*) if and only if (j> is completely multiplicative 
and for each exact m-cover [a{ (mod b{) : 1 < i < w} with standardized offsets 
we have 
W / I \ 
nf(x) = Yjmf[^
1-)- (3-3) 
i = i \ - / 
P r o o f . The sufficiency follows taking n copies of (1.2). • 
From results of Mi In o r paper [Milnl983], there follows the necessity to 
consider with a generalized Kubert function f(x) also the function / at the so 
called complementary argument / ( l — x). B e e b e e [Beebl995] used analytic 
tools to prove the corresponding identities for Hurwitz zeta Qs and Lerch ell 
function ls in the case of exact covers. The next result presents an elementary 
proof of a generalization of Beebee's results based on properties of m-covers: 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let <j) be a non-vanishing arithmetical function. A (non-
zero) function f satisfies (GKI*) if and only if (j) is completely multiplicchve 
and for each exact m-cover [at (mod bt) : 1 < i < w} with standardized offsets 
we have 
nf(l -x) = JT <K&;)/ ( l - ^ ) . (3 4) 
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P r o o f . To the proof of (3.4) note that { ( b — a - - 1 ) (mod b-) : 1 < i < w} 
is also an exact ra-cover with standardized offsets if such is (1.1). (This can be 
proved by an adaptation of the proof for exact covers given in [Znaml975]). 
Then substitute 1 — x for x and bt — a{ — 1 for a{ in (3.3) to get (3.4). • 
Note that using [Milnl983; Theorem 1] and comments following its Corollary 
it is possible to give a completely independent proof of Corollary 3.4 for the 
continuous / : (0,1) —•> C satisfying (GKI*) with 4>(m) = ms~1 (or in other 
words (KIJ ) . 
There is another aspect of the involved identities. In [Beebl978], [Beebl991], 
[Beebl992], [Beebl994], [Beebl995], [NoZnl974], [Frael973], [Frael975], 
[Porul975], [Porul976], [Porul982], [Por 1994a], [Por 1994b] it was also shown 
that some identities of type (3.2) also characterize the exact covers or 
(/i,m)-covers. This means that the identities can be reversed in the sense that 
from their validity, it follows that the involved system of arithmetical sequences 
forms a (//,m)-cover. For a general result in this direction we refer the reader 
to results announced in [Sunl989b]. Note that results of this type can also be 
proved using Lemma 2.4 once such a characterization is proved for a suitable 
particular function. 
4. The descendants from Lerch functions 
Lemma 2.4 showTs a suggestive way how to construct functions satisfying 
Kubert functions. Another idea to construct (generalized) Kubert functions is 
a generalization of the idea of the so called Fourier-Bernoulli and holomorphic 
Bernoulli distribution (cf. [Langl978; p . 65]). In this section we are to show that 
many of these and related functions can be derived from Lerch functions. 
Lerch function is defined by 
0 0
 e2rnrix 
&(w, X, s) -= Y^ — . (4.1) 
« (w + n)s K J 
n=0 v ' 
Properties of this function were investigated in some special cases already by 
Euler, then by M a l m s t e n [Malml849], H u r w i t z [Hurwl882], and in gen-
eral, but in another form, by L i p s c h i t z [Lipsl857]. It seems that it was 
not systematically studied before L e r c h [Lercl887], [Lercl892], [Lercl893], 
[Lercl894]. Lerch [Lerd894] called this function after Lipschitz. Suppose, for 
the sake of simplicity, that w > 0 is real. If 0 < Re(s) < 1 the series on the 
right hand side of (4.1) is convergent provided x £ Z . but if Re(s) > 1 we have 
an absolutely convergent series. The series (4.1) converges also for complex x 
provided ^s(x) > 0. Here the series represents an entire transcendental function 
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in s. It is also possible to extend the range of w to complex values. The func-
tion & satisfies the following Lipschitz-Lerch functional equation ([Aposl952], 
[Lercl887], [Lercl892], [Lercl894], [Lipsl857]): 
^L^(WiXil-s) = e
7T'1^s-2wx) &(x,l-w,s) + e"'l(-1*s+2w{1-x))si(l-x.w,s) 
T(s) 
(4.2) 
for 0 < w < 1. Note that it is possible to write £ (1 , —w, s) in the first term of 
the right hand side. L e r c h [Lercl887] or [Lercl892; p. 21] proved that 
oo 
i r p(l — w)t—2ir i x 
0 
provided x,w G (0,1) and Re(s) > 0. The expression remains true also for 
^s(x) > 0 or for complex w with Re(Hj) > 0. The integral shows that the 
function &(w,s,x) is analytic for x in the complex plane from which the lines 
k — iy with k G Z and y > 0 are cut off. Using G. N. Watson notation of the 
integral indicating that the path of integration is a loop beginning at oo on the 
upper border of the cut, going around the point 0 in the positive sense to the 
lower border and ending there at — oo, we have ([Lercl887]) 
(0+) (0+) 
T(l-s) f e~wz(-z)s-1 , r ( l - s ) f ewzzs~1 J 
&{W,X,S) = V„ . ' / V ^ d z = \ • / '. o • -L. d z i 




where the contour (in the first integral) does not contain neither in the interior 
nor on it points of the form 2n i(x + k) for k G Z . 
Lerch function .ft is in a close connection with the function2 (often called 
Lerch function, too) 
oo n 
t(w,z,s) = Y —-—— (4.5) 
n (W + n)S 
n=0 v ' 
defined through this series for w ̂  0, - 1 , —2, . . . , \z\ < \, z ̂  \ and Re($) > 0 
or for Re(s) > 1 if z = 1 . Plainly, 
&(w,x,s) = l(w,e2nix,s) . (4.6) 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . For every m G N and all admissible values of s,z,w,x we have 
771 — 1 
^2 zk'mt ( ^ ~ , z, s) - mst(w. zl'm, s) , (4.7) 
k=o 
772 — 1 
STe^^™Si(^,x,S) =m>*(w,±s). (4.8) 
fc=0 
2denoted by $ in [BaErl953; §1.11] 
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P r o o f . Taking (4.6) into consideration it is sufficient to prove only (4.7). 
On the domain of absolute convergence of t(w, x, s) we have 
ra — l rn — 1 oo n 
E^- .(-±4, , , . ) = E l * / - E « ^ 
k=0 k=0 n=0 V m ~ ) 
00 m ~ 1 z{k+mn)/m 
ml EE (w + k + mn)s 
n=o k=o
 v ' 
= mst(w.zl'm,s). 
For other z, s use analytic continuation. • 
The substitution zl/m *-» Z leads to the following identity which can also be 
proved along the lines of the previous proof 
m — 1 
k=0 
and after multiplication by zw we get 




Nowf define formally 
^2 zw+ki (]~^-^m, s) = mszwt(w, z, s). (4.9) 
6(n)e2nnix 
(w + n)s ne.lv 
where M = Z , M = N, or M — N U {0}, and 0 is an arithmetic function 
defined on N with the convention that the domain of 0 is extended so that 
0(—n) = —0(n), if necessary. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 be a completely multiplicative function on N. where the 
domain of 0 is extended so that 0(n) = —0(n), if necessary. Then for every 
m e N and all admissible values of s,z,w,x we have 
7 7 2 — 1 , w >> 
E *. K± ££M = %$** i^^s) • (4-n) 
k=0 
where on both sides the same sign should be taken. 
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P r o o f . On the domain of absolute convergence of &e(w, x. s) a standard 
algebraic manipulation gives 
771 — 1 771—1 / w \ 
y « (mW)±n±k ) = y r
 gW e±2-.„(*+*)/„. 
z-- e V m / - - - -£->, (mffi + n)s 
k=0 k=0 nЄN 
m _ 1 (n) ±2ҡ i xn/m ~±2ҡ І nk/m 
nGN jfe=0 v y 
E v(n) ±2T: i xn/m V~̂  e ± 2 7 r i l J f e y ^ m 
Amw + n)s f-* 
n£jV v ' k=0 
-E «ţл») roe_,,_ 
d _ ^ ( m u ; + dm) 
= fl(m) y - g(d) ,__,___ 
ms~l ---_, (w + cf)s 
<26A( 
= r&n (w,x,s). 
ms-i e\ > . 1 
For other 5 the result again follows by analytic continuation. • 
4 .1. Euler-Frobenius polynomials. 
Define functions (3n(x.a) by the generating function (cf. [Aposl952]) 
-l£L = Y/3 (Xna)^. (4.12) 
aez-l ^HnX ' } n\ v J 
n=0 
Functions (3n(x,a) are polynomials and represent in a certain sense a common 
generalization of Bernoulli and Euler polynomials. Namely 
/?„(*, l) = Bn(s) for n = 0 , l , 2 . . . . 
(3n(x,-l) = -nEn_1(x)/2 for n = l , 2 , 3 . . . .
 ( ' ' 
More generally, if a € C is an / t h root of unity, then we can associate with a 
a series of / functions 
0n(x, 1), pn(x, a), /?„(_, a
2), ...,0n{x, a ! "
1 ) - (4.14) 
Taking (4.4) with s = -n, n > 0, and using Cauchy residue theorem we get 
a, , x /?„ + i (w,e
± 2 7 r i x ) 
R{w,±x,-n) = -02±±±-L _. (4.15) 
n + 1 v ; 
If, in (4.11), 0(n) = 1 identically, then together with (4.15) we get 
m — \ 
£ 0n(u,,*
t2"il'+k)/n) = m»0_ f ^ , e ± 2 ^ ) (4.16) 
fe=o \m' / 
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for n = 1,2,... . In both cases it is understood that the same sign is taken 
on both sides. On the other hand, (4.8) gives that for every m E N and n = 
0,1,2 ... we have 
771 — 1 
^e2nixk/m ^fW±k^2irix\ _ m "
n + 1 / J n (w, e
2* i x'm) . (4.17) 
k=0 
Arguing with analytic continuation with respect to z = e
2 7 r l x!m we get the 
following identity holding for all complex z 
771 — 1 
E -*/*„ ( ^ > * " * ) = ™-n+1Pn(™, z) • (4-18) 
k=0 
Relation (4.17) implies that each /3n satisfies a compatibility relation. To see 
this note that e2n[x = e
2 7 r i x /m if and only if 
x= - t , t e z . 
m — \ 
Thus, if m = 1 + if/ for some K E Z, and t = Â ft with ft, E Z, the number 
e27Tix/m __ e2mh/f r u n s o v e r y?^ r o o t s of unity and moreover e
27ri:r//m — e27r ix. 
Therefore, if a is an / t h root of unity and m _ 1 (mod / ) , (4.17) gives the 
following compatibility relation each for /3n(x, a) 
771 — 1 
E a f c ! 3 n ( ^ . « ) =m-"+1/?n(z,a). (4.19) 
fc=0 
Polynomials /3n(x, a) form so called Appell set of polynomials with leading 
coefficients ^ 1. Their normalization leads to polynomials 
rn(x,a)=^-T(3n+1(x:a), a±\, n = 0,1,2, . . . , (4.20) 
introduced by E u 1 e r [Eulel755; pp. 487-491] and also studied b y F r o b e n i u s 
[Frobl910]). Their generating function is 
a - 1 °° zn 
exz = y ^ r(x,a)—r, a ̂  1. 
aez-\ ^ nV ' J n\ ' r 
A modified multiplication formula proved by C a r 1 i t z [Carll953] for rn can be 
readily derived from (4.19), and is therefore left to the reader. Equivalent refor-
mulation of the compatibility relations in terms of certain numbers associated 
with these polynomials can be found in [Porl999]. 
Note that from definition of (3n(x,a) we get the difference equation 
apn(x + 1, a) - 0n(x, a) = nx"'
1 . (4.21) 
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4.2. Hurwitz zeta. 
One of the important classical prototypes of functions satisfying Kubert iden-
tities is the Hurwitz zeta function 
oo 
c.(*) = £?---= 
n = 0 
(n + x)s 
denned in this way for Re(s) > 1 and real x > 0. Since Hurwitz zeta is a special 
case of the function £, namely £(x, 0, s), the relation (4.8) shows that Cs(
x) 
satisfies Kubert identities in the form 
772 — 1 
j ; ( , ( - ± - ) - m U ) , (4-22) 
a=0 
which is true for every integer m > 1. This together gives the well-known fact 
that Hurwitz zeta function (z(x) is a Kubert function for every complex constant 
z T~- 0. More precisely, (,z(x) satisfies (KIS) with s = 1 — z. Clearly, this result 
can also be reformulated in the sense that the Hurwitz zeta function Cs(
x) ls a 
generalized ms -Kubert function for every complex number s ^ 0. 
Since 
C » = - ^ r , 5 = 0 , 1 , . . . , (4.23) 
S ~T~ -L 
the compatibility relation for Hurwitz zeta implies Raabe multiplication formula 
for Bernoulli polynomials, and vice versa Raabe formula implies that Hurwitz 
zeta function satisfies Kubert identities. 
Note that the Hurwitz zeta satisfies the difference equation 
C.(s + 1)-C,(*) = -™-- (4-24) 
J. Mil no r [Milnl983; p. 309] proved that the functions 
satisfy Kubert identity (KI ) with a correction term involving 5 th Bernoulli 
polynomial 
I? ( \ m~~l 
%(x) = -^l.\ogm + m
s-1J2ls{^r) . 5 = 1,2..... (4.25) 
A-=0 
4.3. Polygamma functions. 
Substituting the Lerch identity ([Lercl894; p. 18]) 
7 l(x) = logr(rc)- | log(27r) 
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into (4.25) with s = 1 we get the multiplication formula of GauB and Legendre 
771 — 1 
Ur(^)=(2n)^mh-*r(X). (4.26) 
k=0 
Consequently, the digamma function (also called the logarithmic derivatives of 
the Gamma function) investigated by Legendre, Poisson and Gaufi 
il>(x) = ^ l o S r ( x ) 
also satisfies a variation of Kubert identity (KI0), however, with a correction 
term. Namely 
1 771 — 1 
w*) = ™ £ ^ {^r) +lo§m- (4-27) 
m 
k=0 




ď̂ (*  £ ( ^ ř ^°'-1'2'--
Trn-:!. x ' 
coincides with Hurwitz zeta (2(^)5 trigamma satisfies (KI__X). Using Lemma 2.4 
we get that, more generally, the classical polygamma function defined through 
^ ( n ) ( ^ ) - ^ T T l o g r ( x ) , n = 0, l ,2, . . . , 
also satisfies the Kubert identity in the form 
7 7 1 — 1 
-*<»>(_) = t5Bi0logm + m-(»+
1) £ ^ (Z±k) . 
k=0 
where Sn 0 is the Kronecker delta. 
For the polygamma function we have 
^(»)(_ + l )_^ (n ) ( a f ) = _ ^ _ [ 
If we define for n = 1,2,... 
d _,__,*, , i r 
(4.28) 
then 
G^(x) - ~G^\x) = ± [*<»> ( f + I ) - ̂  ( f ) ] , (4.29) 
^ ' ( l + . J + ^ í - ) - ^ (4.30) 
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and for odd positive m we have 
1 771 — 1 
G(n)W = ^ r r E ( - 1 ) f e G ( n ) ( ^ ) - (4-31) 
k=0 
Milnor identity (4.25) can also be used for higher derivatives 
In corresponding identities for 7 ^ ( x ) , s G N, a correction term appears only if 
s <n. 
4 .4 . Lerch ell function. 
Another important function satisfying Kubert relations is the Lerch function 
is(x), also called the periodic zeta function, which is defined as 
0 0
 e27ri na; 
w = L ^ 
7 1 = 1 
for real x, Re 5 > 1. It can be continued analytically by the formula of Jonquiere 
(cf. related relation (4.3)) for Res > 0 and to other values of s by 
'-'"> = Si-E'»- (4-32) 
Lerch function is(x) is a special case of R(w,x,s) and (4.11) shows that 
Lerch function satisfies (KIJ . 
The special role of the Hurwitz zeta and Lerch function is given by an inter-
esting result of Milnor [Milnl983; p. 287] asserting that they span the two-
dimensional complex vector space K,s, s G C, of all continuous maps / : 
(0,1) -» C which satisfy the Kubert identity (KIJ for every positive integer 
m, and every x G (0,1). 
4 .5. Poly logarithms. 
Trivial decomposition 
1 - z
m - (1 - z)(l - LOZ)(1 - u2z)... (1 - a;™"1*), (4.33) 
where uo = e2 7 7 1 /m , provides another compatible type identity in the multiplica-
tive form. It can be generalized to (/i,m)-cover (1.1) as follows: 
w b0 mi) 
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where M is a common multiple of the moduli of (1.1). Taking logarithm of both 
sides of (4.33), dividing by x and integrating we get the so called factorization 
theorem 
Li2(z
m) = m(Li2(z) + U2{u)z) + ••• + Li2(u
m-lz)) (4.34) 
for the dilogarithm, which is the special case n = 2 of the polylogarithm function 
Li (z) = — + — + ^— + • • • , \z\ < 1, 
n l n 2 n 3 n i i — . 
(using an integral representation can be analytically extended to a wider range 
of values of z). The factorization formula 
Lin(z
m) = m " " 1 (Li„(~) + L i > ~ ) + • • • + Un(co
m-lz)) (4.35) 
for the polylogarithm function Lin can be derived from
3 (4.11) firstly for z = 
e 2 - ; r / m . and for general z by analytic continuation. Putting z = re1^ in (4.35) 
and taking the real part we get 
k=0 V ' 
4.6. Trigonometric functions. 
Euler identity 
r ( x ) T ( l — X) = = 7TCSC7T.I: 
smirx 
together with GauB-Legendre formula (4.26) multiplied with itself but with ar-
gument 1 — x (and the reversed ordering of the factors) gives the following 
formula known to E u l e r [Eulel748; §240] 
sin irx = 2™"1 FT sin {x + k)* . (4.36) 
x ± m 
k=o 
Since j cotx dx = ln(sinx) (cf. Lemma 2.4), or from 
^ ( n ) ( x ) - ( - l ) > ( n ) ( l -Z) = -TT-^-7 COt(TTx) 
and (4.27) for function ift we get 
1 ^ - ^ (x + k)ҡ 
— > cot 
rn ć—' 
cot7пr =   t , (4.37) 
m
 z--' m ч J 
k=0 
3or from (4.34) by the successive integration with respect to d(logx) = dx/x 
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which again can be found in [Eulel748; §250]. Taking derivative of (4.37) gives 
the multiplication formula for the square of the cosecant function 
o2 _ 1 V ^ _ 2 (X + k ) n 
m2 ——< 
CSC ҠX —• —-г > CSC 
m^ —— m 
k=0 
For the cosecant alone we have only an odd version. Using 
d" 1 
G{n\x) + {-l)nG{n)(l -z) = 2ҡ-
dxn sin(7rx) 
for n = 0 we get from (4.31) for odd m 
CSCTTX = - Y (~l)k esc _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2 f m , (4.38) 
m - ~ v J m ' v y 
k=o 
a formula again listed in [Eulel748; §237, §248]. Taking derivative of (4.38) we 
get a multiplication formula for cscxcotx , e t c 
A further chain of identities results after the following algebraic manipulation 
of (4.36). Substitution — x for x yields an odd analog of (4.36) 
m-l / _ TV 
sin TTX - 2m~1 TT sin _ _ _ _ _ _ , 2 \ m . (4.39) 
-LJL m 
k=0 
On the other hand, the substitution x 4 x - (2m + l)/2 gives 
( - l ) m cos TTX = 22m TT cos _ 1 _ _ _ ^ . (4.40) 
v y - 1 1 2 m + 1 v ; 
k=o 
This leads for even m to a multiplication (or perhaps better factorization) for-
mula for the cosine function 
4 m ( _ U\ 
c o s TTX = 24™ T T c o s [XA
 K)* . (4.41) 
1 1 4 m + 1 v } 
k=0 
Dividing (4.39) by (4.41), or using J t a n x dx = — In cosx. we arrive at 
tan TTX = TT tan , ~~ ^ . (4.42) 
1 1 4 m + 1 v J k=0 
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5. Summation of functions 
We saw in Section 4 that the examples of functions satisfying Kubert's type 
identities have certain relations to difference equations. The simplest difference 
equation is of the type 
A ^ g ^ ^ ) - ^ - ^ - ) , (5.1) 
UJ (-J 
~, x def G(x + u) + G(x) f . _ _. 
V G(x) = —- ^ = <p(x), (o.2) 
u; --
where the span (increment) a; is a nonzero constant. The operator A is the so 
UJ 
called first (Norlund) difference quotient. If u = I , we shall simply write A and 
V • It is interesting to note that 
lim A ip(x) = -— (p. 
u->o „ ^v dx 
The solutions of (5.1) will be called sums and those of (5.2) alternating sums of 
(j)(x), resp. The general solution of (5.1) or of (5.2) can be represented as a sum of 
a particular solution and an arbitrary solution of A TT(X) = 0, or of v P(x) — 0> 
UJ U) 
respectively. The problem is to determine particular solutions having prescribed 
properties. These solutions are called principal sums. Thus for instance, polyno-
mial ip(x) should lead to a polynomial solution, or the solution should reproduce 
the known functions, as T function, etc. An immediate verification shows that 
CO CO 
A —u^S^(p(x + ju) or A -f u Y ] ip(x — ju) (5.3) 
.7=0 j = l 
is a formal solution of (5.1) wTith an arbitrary constant A, and 
CO oo 
2 ^(-l)j<p(x + ju) or - 2 ^2(-l)jtp(x - ju) (5.4) 
j=o j=i 
formally solves the equation (5.2). If these series converge, they represent (with 
A = 0) the basic prototypes of principal sums. For instance, if ip(x) = e~x , then 
u;e~x 
is the principal sum of (5.1). Another important example is given by 




Then the principal sum of (5.1) is the Hurwitz zeta (cf. (4.24)). 
oo 
Norlund wrote the constant A in (5.3) in the form j <j>(t) dt and thus (5.3) 
c 
gets the form 
ex 
cp(t) dt — uj ^^ ^(x + su))> Һ s=0 
with an arbitrary constant c 
Unfortunately, the series and the integral here do not converge in general. 
Therefore Norlund, and other authors apply some ingenious summation tricks 
to guarantee a convenient "expressibility" of the principal sums also in these 
cases. The general scheme of Norlund's approach can be described as follows. 
Suppose that tp(x) is positive and continuous (complex or real) function of 
real x > b. He replaced the function ip(x) on the right hand sides by another 
function (j)(x,rj) of x and of a new parameter 77 > 0, which is chosen so that 
a) lim (j)(x, rj) = y(x), 
77—>o 
0 0 00 
b) both J (j)(x,rj)dx and ]T (j)(x + SUJ, rj) converge. 
c s=0 
Then, the function 
F(x I a;, 77) = / 0(t, r]) dt-uj^2 <KX + 5^> v) • 
c s=° 
solves the difference equation 
AF(x) = d(x.rj), (5.5) 
and if we let rj —> 0, equation (5.5) reduces to (5.1) and 
F(x I UJ) = lim F(x \ CJ, rj) 
77—>o 
is the solution of (5.1), which is called the principal sum provided this limit exists 
uniformly and is independent of the choice of <t>(x,rj) subject to conditions a) 
and b). An analogical scheme is applied to equation (5.2). 
Norlund also used a special notation which is not available in the contem­
porary T]gK font sets, therefore we will use the following adapted integral sign 
instead, i.e. 
(X I Lü) = Ł F(x u)  ф(z)Az 
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will denote the principal sum of equation (5.1), and 
G(x | LJ) = A (j)(x) v ~ 
J LJ 
the principal alternating sum of (5.2). 
Norlund applies the above scheme with 
<Kx,r,) = tp{x)e-'>xW, 
where X(x) = xp(logx)9 for some p > 1, q > 0. 
Convenient sufficient conditions for the fulfilment of the above requirements 
is given by the following assumptions ([N6rll924; pp. 48-49]): 
(1) if(x) has for x > b a continuous derivative of order m for some m such 
that 
J 771 




(2a) ]T (—l)n-^--ip(x + nu) is uniformly convergent in the interval b < x 
n=0 
< b+CJ, and consequently in every interval b < x < B for any arbitrarily 
large £?, 
oo 
(2b) J2 lt~~v(x + nw) is uniformly convergent in the interval b < x < b + LJ 
n=0 
(and consequently in every interval b < x < B for any arbitrarily 
large B). 
Conditions (1) and (2a) are, of course, applicable in the case when the principal 
alternating sum exists, and (1) and (2b) for the principal sum of tp(x). Thus, 
for instance, we get ([N6rll924; p. 53]) 
X 
A rzr~l A z = Br(x) and A x
r y x = Er(x), 
o 
or more generally 
/"'"'í-^Êl-
In connection with function listed in Section 4 it follows from the defini-
tion of the principal sum that it satisfies the compatibility property, called the 
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multiplication theorem ([N6rll924; p. 44]) 
m—1 
E* ( - + ^| - ) -» -* ( - |£)- < 5 - 6 ' 
s=0 
whereas for principal alternating sum of (5.2) we have 
m—1 
E ( _ 1 ) . F ( I + f j , ) = . | G ( I | ^ ) . (5.7) 
s=0 




G(x \UJ) = - \F(x | u) - F(x | 2w)l . (5.9) 
Application of these relations to the (p(x) = x r , r G {0,1 ,2 , . . .} . leads 
to the mentioned multiplication (or compatibility) relations for Bernoulli and 
Euler polynomial, and the known relation between them. The same pattern is 
also followed by the psi function and function G from Section 4, etc Here 
X 
^ ( г | w ) - / ì Д г - ^ ( j ) + log UJ . 
If we apply the above scheme to tp(x) = \ logx, then we arrive at the logarithm 
of the T-function. T-function satisfies the difference equation 
u(x + 1) = xu(x). (5.10) 
The alternating sum function 7 related to the T-function and defined through 
(cf. [N6rll924; p. 115]) 
log7(.r I u) = - i- \ogx\jx 
can be seldom found in book on special functions. It satisfies the difference 
equation 
7(a; + 1)7(2;) = x . 
It follows from the above theory that it also satisfies a multiplication type formula 
7 ( s ) 7 ( s + £ ) - - - 7 ( s + - ^ - ) = 7 ( m - 0 
7(* + ^ ) 7 ( * + ; l ) - - -7(* + ^ ) ^ 
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for odd m. 
Note that the difference equation (5.10) is, besides the T-function, also sat­
isfied be the complementary T-function defined by 
(o+) 
oo 
Combining (4.26) and (4.33) we get the compability relation 
772 — 1 
ПГc(^И2^™è-XГc(*)-
k=0 
For complementary argument theorems, and the relations between the func­
tions of the complementary arguments x, 1 — x, which we shortly touched e.g. 
in Corollary 3.6, we refer the reader again to [N6rll924]. 
Another interesting result towards that mentioned in Lemma 2.4 is the fol­
lowing one ([N6rll924; p. 55]): 








<p(z) Л z = Ł <p'(z) Л z + <p(a), 




<p(z) v z = Ł <p'(z) Л z. 
03 J ш 
We have seen in Section 4 that there are compatible functions which are not 
Kubert functions. Thus the above lemma extends techniques of Lemma 2.4 to 
more general spaces of functions. 
J. B e e b e e [Beebl995; Definition 3] introduced the following problem: 
Let <p be a function defined in the interval [x0, x-J with values in an Abelian 
group. Let (1.1) be an exact cover, not necessarily with standardized offsets. 
Then the identity 
w 
y^ <p(x + k)[x0 <x + k<x1] = ___] ___] <p(x + ai + ab j^o < x + a{ + abi < x-J 
k i=l oc 
is called an exact sum. He asked (p. 9) whether exact sums lead to functional 
identities like the Kubert ones. 
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The above considerations showT that the answer is positive provided xx = oc, 
the Abelian group is a subset of complex numbers and the series in (5.3) is 
convergent. Moreover, the question can be correspondingly extended to functions 
of the type (/)(£, 77). We leave the details to the reader. 
We have considered up to now only the case of real argument x. For complex 
arguments x, u the corresponding theory is developed in [N6rll924; Chapter 4] 
or [N6rll927; Chapter III]. Cauchy's residue theorem can be. of course, used 
here for the evaluation of the sums in (5.3) and (5.4). For the evaluation of 
(5.3) the function 7rcot(7T2:) with residue + 1 for integral values z provides a 
good service. This idea was used by Beebee in his development of the theory 
exact sums. On the other hand, the evaluation of (5.4) can be often successfully 
finished using 7r/sin(7rx) having residue (—l)5 for integral values x = s. By the 
way, function (ix/ sin(7rx)) can also be used in evaluation of (5.3). We refer the 
reader for more details about this standard technique to [Lindl905: Chapter III], 
[N6rll924], [N6rll927]. 
6. Selected applications 
In this section we shall briefly outline some previously published instances of 
Theorem 1.2. They are of two types in general. Under the first category come 
the results used to characterize various forms of (lx, m)-covers, mostly exact cov-
ers. To the second category belong papers, for instance [Beebl978], [Beebl991]. 
[Beebl992], [Beebl994], [Porl994a], [Porl994b], [Porl999] in which this Theorem 
is used to reprove or extend some previously known identities proved originally 
by different methods, again mostly employing exact covers. To be more concrete. 
cases covered by Theorem 1.2 for exact covers were investigated and proved for 
the following functions: 
[Beebl991]: 
• ipd(a) = 2 sin((x + a)-n/d) in multiplicative form, 
• tpd(a) = (l/d) cot((x + a)rr/d), 
• ^pd(a) = (l/d
2) esc2 ((x -f a)7i/d). 
In fact the sin function already appears in [Steil958]. 
[Frael973], [Frael975]: contains identities for exact covers involving Bernoulli 
and Euler polynomials, i.e. 
. vd(a) = d
n-1Bn{(x + a)/d), 
• <fi2d+1(a) = (2d+ir(-l)
aEn((x + a)/(2d+l)). 
[Beebl992]: a variation of the Fraenkel result extending a recurrence for Bernoulli 
numbers proved in [DeRol991]. A further generalization can be found in 
[Porl999]. 
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[Beebl994]: The Pochhammer symbol 
V(z 4- n) 
(z)0 = l, {z)n = z(z + l)...{z + n-l) = A^
L 
for n = 1,2, . . . satisfies trivially a multiplicative compability relation 
m —1 
w - — - n (*£*), • 
or extended for an exact cover (1.1) in the form 
<*>*=ik'* (H^) . (6-D 
t = l V °i ' N/bi 
where N is the least common multiple of the moduli bx...., bw. Using Gaufi's 
identity 
r z) - lim v / 
n-+oc ( z ) n 
it is proved in [Beebl994] that the function 
^ if a = 0 , 
— ^ - ^ - if a ^ 0 
*"*r(f) 
is a N-compatible function. 
Corresponding extension involving Bernoulli and Euler polynomials (and 
numbers) for m-covers or for general (/z, m) -covers can be found in [Porul975], 
[Porul976], [Porul982], [Porl994a], and [Porl994b]. As a special case of identi-
ties with the first Bernoulli polynomial Hermite formula involving the greatest 
integer function is mentioned in [Por 1994a] and [Por 1994b]. These Hermite for-
mulas are actually a consequence of relations of the type (2.3). The Bernoulli 
polynomials and the greatest integer function are, among others, also mentioned 
by S u n [Sunl989a] already in 1989, wThere the author noticed that the function 
^(aì = daía--г(--±--)(27r)- •1/2 
is an example of a compatible function (in the multiplicative form) which does 
not fulfill Kubert identities. This is so due to the appearance of factor (2TT)~1//2 
(note that the first factor is of the type dBl^, and thus satisfying compability 
relation in the multiplicative form). This factor (2n)~1^2 can be removed e.g. 
taking 




which gives the Beebee's function mentioned above. 
The reader can found further examples of such functions in the part 4 of the 
present paper. Beebee [Beebl995] used some of those which satisfy (generalized) 
Kubert identities. His proofs of involving Lerch ell and Hurwitz zeta functions 
are based on Jonquire formula or on the loop integrals we mentioned in part 4. 
We showed thus that these result can be derived in a "more elementary" way 
based on the fact that these functions are N- compatible. Beebee also introduces 
functions denoted by Vn{x\a,b) and U(.x,z;a, b) which in our notation can be 
written as 
Vn(x;a,b) = (3n(x,e-^
b) , Un(x,z;a,b) = z'™0_ ( ^ , z
b ) . 
Since Vfc(0;a,b) = /3k(0,e~
2lTia/b) is an Appell polynomial, its expansion in 
powers of x (cf. e.g. [Porl999; (1.12)]) implies 
r=0 ^ ' 




r=0 ^ ' 
what is the second relation of part a) of Beebee [Beebl995; Theorem 7]. Further, 
since Un(x, z\ 0,1) = z
x(3n(x, z), the expansion 
w-.-)-r1Ear-.(£f) 
r=0 
implies part b) of [Beebl995; Theorem 7], provided z is an / t h root of unity. 
Relation (4.16) implies that <pd{a) = d~
n[3n(dw,e
±2lT^x+a">ld) form a com-
patible family. Then Corollary 3.3 together with these facts gives the following 
extension of one of Beebee's results to general (lx,m) -covers. 
COROLLARY 6 .1 . Let n = 0 ,1 , 2 . . . and w, x G M. If (1.1) is a (/I, m) -cover, 
then 
b0-l 





Similarly, (4.18) shows that <pd(a) = z°d" ^ n i ^ - ^ )
 i s a compatible 
family. 
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COROLLARY 6.2. Let n = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . and x e R and z e C. 17 (1.1) is a 
(n<m)-cover, then 
bO —1 / \ W / x 
£ m(t)z%-ipn (^z»°) = E ^ '
6 ? - 1 ^ ( £ V t . ^ ) • 
If z = a is an / t h root of unity, then we get the following generalization 
of identities proved in [Porul975; Theorem 4,D2] and [Porl994b; Theorem 1] if 
instead of functions (4.13) those of (4.14) are taken: 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let n = 0 ,1 , 2 . . . and x £R, and let a be an f th root of 
unit. If (1.1) is a (//, m) -cover, then 
bo —1 / \ W / _I_ \ 
E «,(tx^n (^v° ) = X>t^rx. (^«
bt) • 
Note that the last identity yields a compact form of writing the Raabe and 
Nielsen multiplicative formulas for exact covers (1.2) with odd or even w. 
We leave to the reader to write down further identities with functions we men-
tioned in Section 4. Thus, for instance, Beebee function Ls(w,z) of [Beebl995] 
equals the function zwt(w, z, s) in our notation. Then (4.15) implies due to (4.6) 
that 
v y n 4- 1 
which using analytic continuation gives 
zw{3n+1(w,z) 
Lа(w,z) = — 
n + 1 
Relation (4.9) implies that functions of the type f(a, d) = zw+ad~st ( ^ , zd, s) 
are compatible, etc. 
Also note that in many cases it is not necessary to suppose that the offsets 
are standardized, e.g. in Corollary 6.1. This is true, for functions which are 
constructed using (2.3), or for trigonometric function cot, or when the offsets 
appear in a suitable form in the argument of an exponential, etc. 
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